Construction + Mining
Manage + Maintain
Your Assets with Simplicity + Power
ManagerPlus effortlessly handles an unlimited number of preventive
maintenance schedules for all of your vehicles, tools, and heavy
equipment. Easy to use, and quick to learn, our software system
ensures that the system you pay for will actually get used.
Detect early signs of equipment and vehicle fatigue. ManagerPlus
monitors performance based on fuel and/or oil consumption. Fuel
per mile/hour and oil per mile/hour reports help you spot potential
problems before they become serious headaches.
Monitor maintenance by odometer, hours, days, calendar dates, days
of the week, tire depth, or fuel/oil consumption. Plus, the Tool Tracker
feature notifies you which employees have what tools assigned to
them.
Track all the sub-systems of your heavy equipment with ease. Monitor
blades, tires, engines, hydraulics or any other sub-system and schedule,
track and maintain a history of routine maintenance for each.
And while we’ve made certain the software is very easy to implement,
adopt, and maintain—we’ve not sacrificed capability. The software is
powerful and feature-rich, including:
+ Scheduling

+ Repair Histories

+ Fuel/Oil Tracking

+ Tool Tracking

+ Work Orders

+ Tire Tracking

+ Sub Assets

+ Parts Inventory

+ Depreciation

+ Warranty Tracking

+ Purchase Orders

+ Fuel Tracking Import

1+800+733+8839

“Our company has been
around since 1953. We have
asphalt, ready mix concrete,
quarries and a gravel plant.
In 1998 we ordered the
Qqest ManagerPlus program,
one computer and a printer
for the maintenance division.
Within a year we were so
pleased with the program
that we networked two more
computers. We are currently
using ManagerPlus and we
love it!
We track the maintenance of
hundreds of vehicles and
equipment. We are able to
print out information for the
owners such as frequency of
services, brake work, clutch
and brake adjustments, etc.
We always know the cost
of parts, repairs and the
maintenance schedule for
each piece of equipment per
division. This is valuable
information for the owners in
making decisions on major
repairs and replacement of
equipment.”
— Jerry Rulon,
Maintenance Division
Division Manager,
Table Rock Asphalt
Construction Co., Inc.
Branson, Missouri

